ABSTRACT Network community detection with higher-order features has become a hot research topic recently since higher-order features that are captured at the level of small network subgraphs can help to gain new insights into the higher-order organizations of the overall network. However, most of the existing higher-order community detection methods only leverage the structural information of networks, yet fail to consider the rich information of node attributes, which typically makes them incapable of discovering semantically meaningful communities. To address this problem, we propose a novel method for community detection based on a newly designed higher-order feature termed Attribute Homogenous Motif (AHMotif), which integrates both node attributes and higher-order structure of the network in a seamless way. Specifically, the statistically significant motifs are identified for the network in terms of the topological structure, and homogeneity values are computed for structural motifs according to the attributes of the nodes that are involved in the motif. Then, the given attributed network can be further represented via a newly designed AHMotif adjacency matrix. The AHMotif adjacency matrix encodes both structures and attribute information and can characterize the network from a higher-order perspective. Afterward, several proximity based methods are utilized to obtain the final community detection results. Extensive experiments on several real-world data sets have shown the superiority of our AHMotif-based method in community detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, community detection in networks has attracted an increasing amount of attention due to the vast number of networks generated in different applications and the necessity of analyzing the mesoscopic community structures in networks [1] - [6] . The goal of community detection is to partition the nodes in a network into a number of communities 1 such that nodes in the same community are densely interconnected or share similar node attributes [7] . According to the information adopted in community detection, the existing lower-order community detection methods can be mainly categorized into three classes, namely, community detection methods based solely on topological structure [8] - [11] , community detection methods based solely on node attributes [12] , [13] , and hybrid community detection methods using both topological structure and node attributes [14] - [19] . However, the above-mentioned methods only exploit the lower-order features of the network (that are captured at the level of individual nodes and edges) without considering the higher-order features, e.g., motifs (which are small network subgraphs and considered as building blocks for complex networks [20] ). Although some efforts have been made in higher-order community detection [21] - [23] , they fail to utilize the attribute information of the network.
The main challenges of designing motif-based higherorder features taking into account node attributes are as follows.
• On one hand, node attributes and topological structures reside in two different representation spaces, how to assimilate the node attributes into motif-based higherorder structures?
• On the other hand, both node attributes and topological structures are important for the network, how to adaptively balance their significance? To address the above issues, we propose a novel method for community detection based on the newly designed higher-order feature termed attribute homogenous motif (AHMotif), which integrates node attributes and higher-order topological structure in a seamless way for improving upon existing community detection algorithms. Specifically, the structural motifs with statistical significance are identified for the given network and the homogeneity value of the corresponding AHMotif is calculated from attributes of the nodes that are involved in the motif. Subsequently, the semantic information and the higher-order structural information concerning AHMotif are encoded in the newly designed AHMotif adjacency matrix. In the AHMotif adjacency matrix, the nonzero elements denote the degree of the homogeneity of the higher-order connections of the corresponding ending nodes, while the zero elements imply that there are no motif-based higher-order connections no matter whether they have lower-order connections or not. In this way, the noisy connections would not affect the consequent community detection steps, thus better performance could be achieved.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
1) We propose a novel method for community detection based on the newly designed higher-order feature termed AHMotif. 2) Node attributes and higher-order structure of the network are integrated via computing the homogeneity value of attributes of nodes involved in the motif that is statistically significant. 3) Extensive experiments have been conducted on five real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. In section III, we will introduce in detail the proposed method. Section IV reports the experimental results. Section V draws the conclusion of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we study the problem of community detection in attributed networks. Therefore, we roughly classify the related works into four categories, which include community detection based on lower-order structure, community detection based on node attributes, community detection based on both lower-order structure and node attributes, as well as community detection based on higher-order structures.
A. COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON LOWER-ORDER STRUCTURE
In lower-order structure based community detection, the topological structure of the network is exploited in various manners for revealing community structure from different perspectives [8] , [9] , [11] , [24] . For example, the normalized cut based method measures both the total dissimilarity between the different groups as well as the total similarity within the groups, where a real valued solution to the normalized cut minimization problem is provided by a generalized eigenvalue system [8] . Permanence based method aims to maximize the measure, i.e., permanence, to obtain the mesoscopic (community-level) information, which provides a more fine-grained view of the modular structure of the network [9] . The node based resilience measures are also proposed in [24] for graph-theoretic clustering. Besides, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) with Bayesian explanation in factorizing process is also presented for community detection [11] .
B. COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON NODE ATTRIBUTES
In community detection based solely on node attributes, the conventional attribute-based clustering techniques are often exploited, which, however, generally neglect the topological structure information [10] , [12] , [13] . For example, affinity propagation is a community detection (or graph clustering) method that detects clusters based on the similarities between cluster centers and other nodes [10] . Multi-Assignment Clustering (MAC) is a method based on a probabilistic model that clusters nodes labeled with Boolean attribute values [12] . k-SNAP is a graph summarization algorithm that detects communities or graph clusters by grouping nodes into the same cluster according to a similarity measure of attribute values [13] .
C. COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON BOTH LOWER-ORDER STRUCTURE AND NODE ATTRIBUTES
Topological structure and node attributes are integrated in various ways in this kind of community detection. In this way both topologically and semantically meaningful communities can be discovered [14] - [19] . For example, nodeedge interaction network based random walk (NEIWalk) is a dynamic community detection method that embeds linkage structure, node content and edge content seamlessly [14] . The mining interesting subgraphs in attributed graph algorithm (MISAGA) can find an optimal subgraph arrangement satisfying the interestingness measure which takes into consideration both the edge density as well as the correlation of attribute values associated with each node [15] . The kNN-enhance method is able to process networks with binary, categorical, or numerical attributes [16] . The semantic community identification (SCI) method combines topology based community memberships and node attribute based community attributes in the framework of non-negative matrix factorization [17] . A generative model is proposed for attributed networks to jointly identify communities and derive their semantic descriptions from node contents [18] . What's more, the community detection performance is also improved with pairwise prior information [19] .
Besides, there are also methods focusing on link semantics [25] , [26] , which are promising in terms of link community detection [25] and integrative network embedding [26] .
However, these methods only exploit the lower-order features of the network (concerning topological structure and node attributes) without taking into consideration the higher-order features, e.g., motifs.
D. COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON HIGHER-ORDER STRUCTURES
Recently, some efforts have been made in higher-order community detection [21] - [23] . It has been shown that higher-order features captured by network motifs are crucial in many domains, such as biology and neuron-science, and can help to gain new insights into the network organization beyond the clustering at the level of individual nodes and edges. Since motifs can carry out specific information-processing functions and uncover the basic building blocks of most networks, they can help to explore more general partitions of the network. For instance, in [21] , a modularity-based framework is designed to illustrate how motifs could be defined to detect general node clusters in networks. In [22] , the generalized higher-order network clustering framework is proposed, where the motif conductance is approximately minimized to identify clusters that are at most a quadratic factor away from optimal. And in [23] , the framework of motif-based graph expanders is proposed to provide the theoretical foundations for motif-based graph clustering.
However, the existing motif-based community detection methods generally only consider higher-order topological structure of the network without making use of node attributes, and therefore are incapable of discovering semantically meaningful communities. In the real-world scenarios, node attributes may play important roles in community detection, especially when the link information of the network is blurry. In other words, node attributes may reveal which community a node belongs to if it has few links or its link information is corrupted by noises. Besides, combining node attributes with topological structure of the network can discover both topologically and semantically meaningful communities [14] , [15] . Therefore, capturing higher-order features taking into consideration node attributes for community detection has the potential to further improve the quality of community structure.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first formalize the problem to be addressed, and then the preliminaries and challenges are introduced. To overcome these challenges, a new kind of higher-order feature of network, termed attribute homogeneous motif (AHMotif) is be designed. Finally, the community detection based on AHMotif will be introduced.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Assume that we are given an attributed network G = {V, E, F} where V = {v i |i = 1, . . . , n} represents the node set consisting of n nodes, E = {e i |i = 1, . . . , m} represents the edge set consisting of m undirected edges and F = {f i |i = 1, . . . , n} represents the set of node attribute vectors (0/1 valued vectors) with each f i ∈ R d×1 denoting the node attribute vector of node i, and d is the size of the vocabulary describing node attributes (i.e., d is the dimension of the node attribute vector). A node adjacency matrix A can be obtained according to the node-wise relations in the network, where A(i, j) = 1 if there are direct topological connections between node i and node j in the network and A(i, j) = 0 otherwise.
Most of the previous efforts on community detection mainly focus on lower-order features at the level of individual nodes and edges. However, as shown in the very recent work [22] , higher-order features can help to gain new insights into the network organization beyond clustering at the level of individual nodes and edges. Despite the significant success, existing higher-order features only take into account the topological structures of the network, and therefore are incapable of discovering semantically meaningful communities. Thus, a new problem is introduced in this paper, namely, discovering network communities by designing some higher-order features which take into account not only topological structures but also node attributes.
B. PRELIMINARIES AND CHALLENGES
In this subsection, we will introduce the preliminaries, i.e. the network motif, and the challenges to be faced with when designing higher-order features taking into account both topological structures and node attributes.
1) NETWORK MOTIF
One typical higher-order feature is the network motif, which is widely used in the existing higher-order feature based community detection methods [21] - [23] .
Definition 1 (Network Motif):
The network motif is a pattern of the interconnection occurring in real-world networks at numbers that are significantly higher than those in random networks [20] . In particular, the network motif M p k can be denoted as:
where V M ⊆ V is a set of k nodes appearing in the motif, while E M ⊆ E is a set of p edges appearing in the motif. Specifically, M p k is a motif, or rather, a type of subgraph of the network consisting of k nodes and p edges, where p ∈ Z ∩ {(k − 1), ...,
2 }. That is, the subgraph can vary from a spanning tree pattern (i.e. p = k − 1) to a clique pattern (i.e. p =
2 ). Hereafter, we use (k, p)-motif to denote the specific motif with k nodes and p edges, i.e. (3, 3)-motif represents the motif with 3 nodes and 3 edges.
Definition 2 (Motif Instance):
The motif instance is one specific instance of the motif in the network, denoted as
} is defined as a set of all the τ instances of the motif appearing in the network. In other words, the motif instance set contains all the appearances of the motif in the network.
As revealed in [20] , the motifs discovered in different types of networks may vary significantly. For instance, the motifs shared in ecological food webs are distinct from the motifs shared in the World Wide Web or from those discovered in social networks. And motifs can be given different interpretations in different networks according to the characteristics of networks. As the building blocks of complex networks [20] , the most widely studied motifs are the 3-node motif, i.e. Example 2: Let k = 4 and p = 5, we can get the (4, 5)-motif as shown in FIGURE 1(b). Similarly, FIGURE 1(c) shows the (4, 6)-motif, which is actually a densely connected 4-node clique.
Motifs, once identified to be of statistical significance for certain network, would deliver richer characteristics of the network beyond the lower-order representation at the level of individual nodes and edges. Take the (3, 3)-motif as an example, the (3, 3)-motif, also known as triangle motif, reflects high transitivity or clustering in the network [27] . More precisely, it reveals a transitive relation among 3 nodes [28] . For example, in social networks, triangles are expected to appear much more frequently compared with the corresponding random networks [29] , [30] , which can be regarded as a consequence of the homophily principle [31] . What's more, in the transcriptional networks, the triangles formed by operons have specific functions in determining gene expression [32] . The existences of triangle motifs in social networks and transcriptional networks reflect the clustering phenomena in both networks, which is coincident with the intuition.
2) CHALLENGES
Nodes in social networks are usually distinctive from each other, which can be reflected from their attributes. On one hand, attributes describe intrinsic characteristics of different nodes. On the other hand, similar attributes between two nodes may suggest a certain kind of relation between nodes with high probability [33] . As shown in FIGURE 2,  a, b, c, d , and e are five different nodes in a real-world network (say, scientific citation network) with different attributes obtained from the published achievements in academic research, where the binary vectors denote the feature vectors and 0/1 stands for the absence/presence of the associated attribute (Note that we just take the binary feature vectors for illustration purpose. Actually, feature vectors can be represented in other forms in practice). s ab , s ac , s bc , s bd , s cd and s ce denote the similarities of attributes which can be calculated in various manners [34] . What's more, node attributes can serve as an important information source of the network besides the topological structure. When determining community membership of a node, the algorithm solely taking into consideration the topological structure of the network may suffer from the issue of insufficient information, if the node has few links. In FIGURE 2, each node is associated with an attribute vector describing its characteristics. And node e is likely to be separated from the other four nodes if the partition is performed only based on the topological structure (since node e has just one link to node c). However, when node attributes are taken into consideration, node e would be assigned to the same cluster as the other four nodes in view of the high similarity of node attributes. Therefore, it is necessary to take the node attributes into consideration when extracting higher-order features to discover both topologically and semantically meaningful communities. However, there are two major challenges when integrating node attributes with motif-based higher-order structures.
• How to assimilate the node attributes into motifbased higher-order structures, which means a fusion of two different representation spaces.
• How to adaptively balance the significance of node attributes and the topological structure of the network.
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C. ATTRIBUTE HOMOGENEOUS MOTIF (AHMOTIF)
In order to overcome the challenges mentioned above, a new kind of higher-order feature, i.e., AHMotif is designed. AHMotif is a generalized version of the conventional motif, which reflects the attribute homogeneity of the involved nodes.
Definition 3 (Attribute Homogeneous Motif (AHMotif)):
where
And H stands for the attribute homogeneity of the motif, which can be computed as:
where u ω and v ω stand for the end nodes of the ω-th edge in the motif, and HG ∈ R n×n is a matrix with HG(i, j) storing the attribute homogeneity value between node i and node j, ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Specifically,
where D ∈ R d×d is a matrix with D(a 1 , a 2 ) storing the degree of association of the a 1 -th and the a 2 -th attributes.
where o stands for the total co-occurrence times of these two attributes, i.e., the cardinality of the attribute vector set {f k |f k (a 1 ) = 1 and f k (a 2 ) = 1}. And f i , f j represent the attribute vectors of node i and node j respectively, while η i and η j represent the indexes of nonzero elements in f i and f j respectively.
Definition 4 (AHMotif Instance):
The AHMotif instance is one specific instance of AHMotif in the network, denoted as I(HM p k ). For one AHMotif HM p k , the motif instance set is defined as a set of all the τ instances of AHMotif appearing in the network, where one element in the set can be written as
As shown in Definition 3, AHMotif preserves the same topological structure as the conventional motif. In the meantime, the average value of the pairwise homogeneity of node attributes measured by the attribute association is calculated in Eq. (3). In such a manner, nodes with more adjacent nodes are involved at a higher frequency thus the influence of different nodes can be distinguished. This average value encodes the homogeneity of the whole motif taking into consideration both topological connections and attribute homogeneity, which is subsequently assigned to the entire motif. Specifically, the node-wise attribute homogeneity is calculated according to Eq. (4), where the degree of association of attributes is encoded in the matrix D. In this regime, the resulting homogeneity values can always be greater than zero despite the sparse attribute vectors.
By constructing AHMotif, the first challenge of assimilating the node attributes into motif-based higher-order structures can be well addressed. In particular, it is addressed by mapping the node attributes from the node-attribute feature space into a homogeneity measure by means of the computation of attribute homogeneity of the motif, where the higher-order topological structure of the network is also taken into consideration since the attribute homogeneities are computed just for the nodes that already have higher-order connections, i.e. adjacent nodes in the motif.
At the same time, the second challenge is also well addressed. Unlike most of the existing approaches that integrate node attributes and topological structures via simple operations such as addition weighted by some trade-off parameter, the proposed method adaptively balances the significance of node attributes and topological structures of the network. That is, for a set of k nodes, if their interconnected edges cannot form a motif instance, which means their topological structure cannot meet the standard of higher-order structure, they cannot form an AHMotif instance, regardless of homogeneities of the associated attributes. On the other hand, if a set of k nodes form a motif but their attributes are heterogeneous, i.e. containing diverse semantic meanings, the corresponding AHMotif should be assigned with a low attribute homogeneity value. Therefore, a set of k nodes would form an AHMotif instance that can play a more significant role in community detection only when the topological structure meets the standard of the motif-based higher-order structure and the node attributes are homogeneous.
D. APPROACHES TO AHMOTIF FINDING
In the present work, the statistical significance of the motif is measured by z-score. Specifically, given a motif with k nodes and p edges, i.e. M p k , the corresponding z-score can be calculated as
where f input stands for the frequency of occurrence of M p k in the input real-world network, while f random and σ 2 random stand for the mean and variance of the frequency of occurrence in a sufficiently large set of random networks that preserve the same node degree distribution as the input network. In general, a motif is regarded to be of statistical significance if the corresponding z > 2.0 [35] .
Since network motifs can serve to reveal higher-order modular organization of networks [22] , many motif search algorithms have been proposed in the previous work such as Mfinder [36] , MAvisto [37] , FANMOD [38] , Kavosh [39] , etc. In the present study, the FANMOD tool [38] is utilized to identify the motif of interest due to its efficiency and convenience, where the statistical significance of the motif is measured by z-score. When the topological motifs of interest are identified, the node attribute homogeneity values are VOLUME 6, 2018 computed for each motif instance to the generate AHMotif instance as defined in Definition 4.
E. COMMUNITY DETECTION BASED ON AHMOTIF
Based on the newly designed higher-order feature of the network, i.e., AHMotif, the AHMotif adjacency matrix can be obtained.
Definition 5 (Attribute Homogenous Motif Adjacency Matrix):
Given the AHMotif HM p k , the AHMotif adjacency matrix A HM p k ∈ R n×n is defined for measuring the higher-order proximity between nodes with each element calculated as
where {i, j} ∈ V I t denotes that both nodes i and j are simultaneously contained in V I t , which is defined to be the node set of the t-th AHMotif instance i.e., I t (HM p k ) and H t denotes the its attribute homogeneity.
Notice that in the above definition, if there is no AHMotif instance simultaneously containing both nodes i and j,
Different from the existing topological motif adjacency matrix that assigns to each node pair (i, j) with simply the number of motif instances containing node pair (i, j), the proposed AHMotif adjacency matrix takes into account the attribute homogeneities of motif instances containing node pair (i, j). If node i and node j are contained by a large number of AHMotif instances with high attribute homogeneity, which means they are strongly involved in the higher-order semantically homogeneous patterns, they should be assigned with larger higher-order proximity, and therefore should be assigned to the same both topologically and semantically meaningful community, even if they may be not directly interconnected in the original network. On the contrary, if node i and node j are contained by a large number of AHMotif instances but most of the AHMotif instances possess very low attribute homogeneity, they should be assigned with relatively small higher-order proximity, and therefore are likely to be partitioned into different communities. Similarly, more discussion can be made on how the number of AHMotif instances containing the node pairs and their attribute homogeneity can affect the discovery of both topologically and semantically meaningful community structure.
The construction of AHMotif and the AHMotif adjacency matrix is shown in FIGURE 3 . Subsequently, the AHMotif adjacency matrix A HM p k is taken as the input to the existing proximity based community detection algorithms such as permanence [9] and affinity propagation (AP) [10] .
F. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we will perform computational complexity analysis on the proposed method. On the whole, the complexity of the method is governed by the identification of the AHMotif instances and the construction of the AHMotif adjacency matrices as illustrated in FIGURE 3. Let n denote the number of nodes in the network and e denote the base of natural logarithm, the complexity of AHMotif adjacency matrix construction is O(( n e ) k ) for a certain k-node motif while the AHMotif instance identification can be formulated as the subgraph isomorphism problem, which is a NP-complete problem. Actually, the computational time to construct the AHMotif adjacency matrix is bounded by the time to find all the instances of the motif. However, since most real-world networks are sparse, we can focus on the complexity of algorithms in terms of the number of edges and the maximum degree in the network [22] and there are several efficient practical algorithms dealing with this case [38] , [40] - [43] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method for community detection based on the newly designed higher-order feature, i.e. AHMotif, extensive experiments are conducted on five real-world datasets. The experimental results confirm that the proposed AHMotif-based higher-order method can improve upon the existing community detection methods.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATASETS
Five real-world datasets are utilized in the experiments, which are introduced as follows.
1) Cora: The Cora dataset 2 consists of 2708 scientific publications divided into 7 communities. The citation network consists of 5429 links. Each publication in the dataset is described by a 0/1-valued word vector indicating the absence/presence of the corresponding word from the dictionary. The dictionary consists of 1433 unique words [17] . 2) WebKB: The WebKB dataset 2 consists of 4 subnetworks with 877 webpages and 1608 edges. Each webpage in the dataset is described by a 0/1-valued word vector indicating the absence/presence of the corresponding word from the dictionary. The dictionary consists of 1703 unique words. The subnetworks are gathered from 4 universities, i.e., Cornell, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin. Each subnetwork is divided into 5 communities [44] The detailed information of these datasets is summarized in Table 1 . 
2) EVALUATION MEASURES
Two measures are utilized to evaluate the performance of the community detection, which are Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) and Accuracy. Specifically, given the set of K detected communities C = {C 1 , · · · , C K }, and the set 2 http://linqs.cs.umd.edu/projects/projects/lbc/ of K ground-truth communities C * = {C * 1 , · · · , C * K }, these measures can be calculated as follows:
where H (C) stands for the entropy of the community partition C, and
where ϕ i is the number of data points with the majority community label in community i, n is the number of nodes in the network. The above two measures all take values from [0, 1], and the higher values indicate better performance.
B. MOTIF OF INTEREST
As defined in Definition 1, the network motif is actually a kind of special subgraph with higher frequency of occurrence in certain networks compared with the corresponding random networks. Moreover, the motifs can help to characterize the networks since their high frequency is not by chance, therefore can highlight the specific properties of the networks [45] . As a consequence, different network may contain different motifs, which are also known as the basic building blocks of the network, and the motifs of interest should be identified accordingly. Table 2 reports the motifs of interest for each network in our experiments, where the motif with the highest z-score is shown for 3-node and 4-node respectively. Higher-order features will be extracted based on these motifs of interest for each network.
From the table, we can see that the (3, 3)-motif is the most significant 3-node motif among all the five datasets. The (3, 3)-motif is essentially a closed triangle indicating a kind of triangle relation, which is popular in many networks such as social networks [27] , [31] and biological networks [46] . In social networks, two people will have a higher probability of becoming friends if they have a common friend. In biological networks, the triangle units consisting of certain components may serve as functional building blocks.
When it comes to the 4-node motif, (4, 5)-motif is the motif of interest with highest significance on the Cora, Cornell and Texas datasets, while the (4, 6)-motif is the motif of interest on the Washington and Wisconsin datasets. The (4, 6)-motif is essentially a 4-node clique as shown in FIGURE 1(c), which indicates a kind of complete relation among 4 nodes where four triangles can be found. The (4, 6)-motif can be rarely found in random networks due to its dense structure. As for the (4, 5)-motif displayed in FIGURE1(b), it is formed by a closed quadrilateral and one of its diagonal, where two triangles can be found with one overlapping edge. Both the (4, 5)-motif and the (4, 6)-motif can be regarded as the cooperations among triangles.
C. COMPARISON RESULTS
To demonstrate how the proposed method based on the newly designed higher-order feature of the network, i.e. AHMotif, can improve upon the existing proximity based community detection methods, comparison experiments are conducted on both lower-order methods and higher-order methods.
1) COMPARED METHODS
Lower-order 1) methods, namely, Permanence and AP:
The Permanence maximization algorithm [9] is a link-based method, which could shed light on whether a network is indeed modular and how resilient the community structure is under perturbations. Affinity propagation (AP) [10] is a clustering method making the best of node similarity by passing messages among nodes. 2) Higher-order methods concerning structural information: Based on the lower-order Permanence and AP algorithms, the corresponding higher-order methods concerning structural information can be obtained by substituting the original node adjacency matrix with the motif adjacency matrix in view of the motifs of interest for the network. 3) Higher-order methods concerning both structural information and node attributes: Similarly, based on the lower-order Permanence and AP algorithms, the corresponding higher-order methods concerning both structural information and node attributes can be obtained by substituting the original node adjacency matrix with the AHMotif adjacency matrix in view of the motifs of interest for the network.
2) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this subsection, comparison results are reported and discussed, where the motif-based higher-order features for each network are extracted from the motifs of interest listed in Table 2 .
As can be seen from Table 3 and Table 4 , the performance of the Permanence algorithm is improved in terms of NMI and Accuracy with the help of higher-order features. Specifically, the higher-order methods outperform the lower-order method on all the five datasets, which validates the effectiveness of the higher-order features in community detection. What's more, the results obtained from the HM This phenomenon confirms the importance of node attributes that provide the semantic information of the network (although the two kinds of higher-order methods may achieve the same performance in some cases). In particular, on the Cora, Cornell and Washington datasets, the HM p k -based higher-order methods always outperform the corresponding M p k -based higher-order methods in terms of NMI. This phenomenon is coincident with our theoretic analysis that the higher-order features considering both structural and attribute information can better characterize the network and thus improve the quality of the detected communities. Similarly, the improvements of the AP algorithm in terms of NMI and Accuracy are reported in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. The higher-order methods outperform the lower-order method on almost all the five datasets, which reveals the effectiveness of the higher-order features. In particular, the best results for all the datasets are achieved by the HM Cora dataset as shown in Table 5 where the best result is achieved by the M p 4 -based higher-order method rather than the HM p 4 -based higher-order method). What's more, on the Cornell, Texas and Washington datasets, the highest NMI and Accuracy values are obtained from the HM As for the cases where the M p k -based higher-order methods yield better results compared with the corresponding HM p k -based higher-order methods, the evidence reasoning for this may be that the attribute vectors associated with the nodes are sparse and the homogeneity values fail to reflect the connection strength between nodes precisely. Therefore, the M p k -based higher-order methods win, although the corresponding motif adjacency matrices only take into consideration the higher-order structural information. In other words, when the node attribute information is far from enough (i.e., attribute vectors are sparse), the addition of attribute information would introduce a certain kind of inaccurate factor, which may disturb the community detection instead.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, to address the problem of detecting semantically meaningful communities from a higher-order perspective, i.e., at the level of small subgraphs e.g., motifs, a novel higher-order feature of the network termed AHMotif is proposed for community detection. In particular, the homogeneity value of the AHMotif is calculated from attributes of the nodes involved in the corresponding structural motif, and the AHMotif adjacency matrix encoding both structural and semantic information is designed in view of AHMotif. In this way, both the topological structure and node attributes are leveraged and integrated in a seamless way. Subsequently, the method based on AHMotif is presented, which can improve upon many existing proximity based community detection algorithms. Extensive experiments on five real-world datasets have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method.
